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Ø The aim of the Gamma Factory project for CERN is to provide a new
generation of diverse research tools made of light.
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Introduction
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Gamma Factory proposal in a nutshell
1. Accelerate and store high-energy beams of highly ionised atoms in the
CERN’s accelerator complex and excite their atomic degrees of freedom
by laser photons to produce primary beams of gamma rays and, in turn,
secondary beams of polarised charged leptons, neutrinos, vector
mesons, neutrons and radioactive ions.
2. Provide a new, efficient scheme of transforming (selectively) the
accelerator RF power to the above primary and secondary beams to
achieve a leap by several orders of magnitude in their intensity and/or
brightness with respect to the existing facilities.
3. Use the primary and the secondary beams as principal tools of the
Gamma Factory research programme.
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Its context
q The next CERN high-energy frontier project may take long time to
be approved, financed and built.
q The present high-energy CERN research programme might reach
earlier its discovery saturation (no physics gain by extending the
running time).
v In such a case, a strong need will arise for a novel programme which
could re-use the existing facilities in ways and at levels that were not
necessarily thought of when the machines were designed.
Ø Gamma Factory is an initiative going in this direction.
ü It requires extensive experimental/simulation studies and R&D to
prove its feasibility and to be considered a realistic proposal!
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Its CERN-based framework
The Gamma Factory initiative (arXiv:1511.07794 [hep-ex]) was endorsed
by the CERN management by creating (February 2017) the Gamma
Factory study group, embedded within the Physics Beyond Colliders
studies framework:

Conveners: J. Jaeckel, M. Lamont, C. Vallee
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Gamma Factory group members

Project leader
mieczyslaw.witold.krasny@cern.ch

Today:
55 scientists
18 institutes
9 countries
GF study group is open to everyone willing to join this initiative!
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Gamma Source
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X-ray sources
atomic
structures

How about quanta capable
of resolving the nuclear
structure and allowing to
convert light into matter
(g-ray domain)?

100 keV
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Parameters of g-ray sources around the world

The Gamma Factory goal: achieve comparable fluxes in the MeV domain
as those in the keV domain, e.g. those of the DESY XFEL:
photons/pulse ~1011–1013 , pulses/second ~10–5000 à 1012–1017 photons/s
An intensity jump of up to 3–8 orders of magnitude required!
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Gamma ray source for Gamma Factory
Ø The idea: replace an electron beam by a beam of highly
ionised atoms (Partially Stripped Ions – PSI)

PSI

K.A. ISPIRIAN, A.T. MARGARIAN, N.G.
BASOV, A.N. ORAEVSKI, B.N. CHICHKOV
E.G. BESSONOV, K-J. KIIM, M.W. KRASNY…
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Expected magnitude of g-source intensity leap
Electrons:

Partially Stripped Ions:

se = 8p/3 . re2

sres = lres2 /2p

re – classical electron radius

lres – photon wavelength in

ion rest frame
Electrons:
se = 0.66 barn

Partially Stripped Ions:
sres = 0.11 . 109 barn

Numerical example for LHC: llaser = 1540 nm, lres = 0.26 nm
~9 orders of magnitude increase in cross-section
~7 orders of magnitude increase of gamma fluxes
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Scattering of photons on
ultrarelativistic hydrogen-like ions
-En = 1Ry Z2/n2
E=0

E=0

Elaser

ct

E=0

n=2

n=2

n=2

n=1

n=1

n=1

E g-ray

Ø Doppler effect:
Elaser = 1Ry (Z2 – Z2/n2)/2gL

Eg-ray = Elaser´4gL2 /(1+(gLq)2)

gL = E/M – Lorentz-transformation factor of the PSI beam
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Partially Stripped Ion beam as
light frequency converter

max
n

2
(4gL ) nlaser

Ø Tuning the beam energy, the choice of the ion type, the
number of left electrons and of the laser type allows to
tune the g-ray energy, at CERN, in the energy domain of
100 keV – 400 MeV.
Example (maximal energy):
LHC: Pb81+ ion, gL = 2970, n = 1 à n = 2, llaser = 107.2 nm: Egmax = 408 MeV
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Strongly collimated g-ray beam
LHC: Pb81+ ion, gL = 2970, n = 1à n = 2, llaser = 107.2 nm

Ø Most photons emitted within polar angle of 1 mrad.
Ø g-ray beam energy can be selected by simple angular collimators.
q GF-CAIN and GF-CMCC – two independent Monte Carlo generators
dedicated to Gamma Factory (developed over last 1.5 years).
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Leap in gamma source efficiency
Example: hydrogen-like Pb ions,
stored in LHC gL = 2970

Electrons:

Partially stripped ions:

Ebeam = 1.5 GeV

Ebeam = 575 000 GeV

Electron fractional energy loss due
to emission of 150 MeV photon:

Ion fractional energy loss due to
emission of 150 MeV photon:

Eg/Ebeam = 0.1

Eg/Ebeam = 2.6 x 10-7

(electron is lost!)

(ion undisturbed!)

… stable ion beams, even in the regime of multi-photon emission per turn!
The source intensity is driven by the power of the storage ring RF cavities!
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g-ray source scheme for CERN
PSI
LHC/SPS
filled with
partially
stripped ion
bunches

Partially
stripped
ions

g-ray

Laser photon

g-rays
laser
photons

Decay length in the LAB frame ct ~ gL/Z4
~ 0.04 mm for Pb81+(2p) Pb81+(1s) + g
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Gamma Factory
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Beams and collision schemes
Primary beams:
•
•

partially stripped ions
electron beam (for LHC)

•

gamma rays

Collider schemes:

g-g collisions,

Secondary beam sources:

•
•
•
•

polarised electrons,
polarised positrons
polarised muons
neutrinos

•
•
•

neutrons
vector mesons
radioactive nuclei

ECM = 0.1 – 800 MeV

g-glaser collisions,

ECM = 1 – 100 keV

g-p(A), ep(A) collisions,

ECM = 4 – 200 GeV
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Gamma Factory secondary beams
(from “mining” paradigm to “production-by-demand” paradigm)
“Mining” paradigm:

Strong interactions

Secondary beam

“Production” paradigm:

Secondary beam
Electromagnetic
interactions

Only a tiny fraction of the
primary beam energy is wasted!

CERN accelerators
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Gamma Factory beam intensity targets
• Highly ionised atoms – new at relativistic energies.
• Photons – up to factor of 107 gain in intensity w.r.t. present gamma
sources.
• Polarised positrons – up to factor of 104 gain in intensity w.r.t. KEK
positron source.
• Polarised muons – up to factor 103 gain in intensity w.r.t. to PSI
muon source (low emittance beams à muon collider, high purity
neutrino beams).
• Neutrons – up to factor of 104 in flux of primary neutrons per 1 kW of
driver beam power.
• Radioactive ions – up to a factor 104 gain in intensity w.r.t. to e.g.
ALTO.
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Research highlights
•

•
•

•
•

Particle physics – studies of basic symmetries of the universe, dark matter
searches (e.g. axions, dark photons), precision QED studies (e.g. light-bylight scattering: 1000 events/s), rare muon decays, neutrino-factory physics,
precision-support measurements for LHC DIS physics, muon collider physics
(e.g. FCC-µµ @ 100 TeV).
Nuclear physics – confinement phenomena, link between quark-gluon and
nucleonic degrees of freedom, photo-fission research programme.
Accelerator physics – beam cooling techniques, low emittance hadronic
beams, plasma wake-field acceleration (e.g. AWAKE experiment), highintensity polarised positron and muon sources, secondary beams of
radioactive ions and neutrons, neutrino factory.
Atomic physics (electronic and muonic atoms) – precision tests of Pauli
principle, parity violation in atoms, Lamb-shift measurements, …
Applied physics – accelerator-driven energy sources, cold and warm fusion
research, isotope production, e.g. alpha-emitters for medical applications, …
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Example: Variants of 100 TeV muon colliders based
on FCC and Gamma Factory concepts

J.Phys.Conf.Ser. 1067 (2018) no.2, 022017
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Hydrogen(helium)-like high-Z atomic beams for
atomic physics research

AWAKE

Main advantages of the hydrogen(helium)-like high-Z beam:
ü Very strong electric field (high sensitivity to QED-vacuum effects).
- Weak effects rise strongly with Z
ü Weak-interactions effects rise strongly with Z.
- Hydrogen-like atoms – SM
ü Hydrogen-like atoms – calculation precision and simplicity.
calculation precision and simplicity
ü Atomic degrees of freedom can be excited by ordinary laser owing to large gL.
ü Small statistical errors (large Nion/bunch and repetition rate).
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The way forward
(from the GF initiative to the GF project)
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Project milestones
• Production, acceleration and storage of “atomic
beams” at CERN accelerator complex.
• Proof-of-Principle experiment in the SPS tunnel.
• Development “ab nihilo” requisite Gamma Factory
software tools.
• Realistic assessment of Gamma Factory
performance figures.
• Physics highlights of Gamma Factory based research
programme.
• Gamma Factory TDR.
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Production, acceleration and
storage of “atomic beams”
at CERN accelerator complex
Results of the 2017 and 2018 GF beam tests

Acknowledgements:
The Gamma Factory beam tests over years 2017 and
2018 involved dedicated work of the operation tams of the:
Ion source, Linac, PS, SPS and LHC, the EN groups
responsible for the installations of the GF strippers, vacuum
teams, RF-experts and numerous other individuals.
We (GF-group) acknowledge high quality of their work and
and their enthusiasm in making these tests a success
story!
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Lessons from 2017 Xe+39 runs in SPS
ü Expected Pb+80 and Pb+81 beam lifetime for vacuum conditions of 2017
Xe+39 runs exceeds comfortably the SPS injection + ramping time!
ü Significantly better vacuum in LHC rings – expected lifetime higher by
factor of 100 w.r.t. SPS → beam lifetime of at least ~10 hours (if driven by
beam–gas collisions)!
LHC

SPS

Example: @ ATLAS IP
V.P. Shevelko

Fill 5575 p-Pb @4000Z GeV

Christina Yin Vallgren,
Patricia Ribes Metidieri,
Roberto Kersevan

Assuming:

SPS-like conditions in the LHC

H2: 90.5%
H2O: 3.5%
CH4: 2.5%
CO: 2.5%
CO2: 1%
Total molecules
@ 10-11mbar:
5.5x1011
molecule/m3

Go to the next step: preparation of the 2018 SPS and LHC MDs
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June and July 2018: successful injection, acceleration
and storage of Pb+80(+81) beams in SPS
R. Allemany

•
•

Pb+81 bunch intensity: ~8 x 109 charges
Beam lifetime exceeding 300 seconds

•

Ramp up to injection energy to the LHC

•
•

SPS-LHC transmission test
SPS-LHC synchronisation

à ready to inject Pb+81 beam
to the LHC
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July 2018: successful production, injection, ramp and
storage of the hydrogen-like lead beam in LHC!
M. Schaumann

Beam lifetime
~ 40 hours

Ø Intensity/bunch (~7 x 109), 6 bunches circulating.
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July 2018: Birth of Atomic Physics research at CERN

https://home.cern/about/updates/2018/07/lhc-accelerates-its-first-atoms
https://www.sciencealert.com/the-large-hadron-collider-just-successfully-accelerated-its-first-atoms
https://www.forbes.com/sites/meriameberboucha/2018/07/31/lhc-at-cern-accelerates-atoms-for-the-first-time/#36db60ae5cb4
https://www.livescience.com/63211-lhc-atoms-with-electrons-light-speed.html
https://interestingengineering.com/cerns-large-hadron-collider-accelerates-its-first-atoms
https://www.sciencenews.org/article/physicists-accelerate-atoms-large-hadron-collider-first-time
https://insights.globalspec.com/article/9461/the-lhc-successfully-accelerated-its-first-atoms
https://www.maxisciences.com/lhc/le-grand-collisionneur-de-hadrons-lhc-accomplit-une-grande-premiere_art41268.html
https://www.symmetrymagazine.org/article/lhc-accelerates-its-first-atoms

LHC po raz pierwszy przyspiesza „atomy”: https://www.ifj.edu.pl/aktualnosci/2018/18-07-31/
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Gamma Factory
Proof-of-Principle (PoP)
experiment in SPS tunnel

What we want to learn/demonstrate
with PoP experiment in SPS?
1. How to integrate of the laser + Fabry–Perot cavity into the storage ring

of hadronic beam? (radiation hardness of the laser system, IP for high beam
magnetic rigidity beam, etc…)

2. How to maximise the rate of atomic excitations? (matching of the
characteristics of the ion bunches to those of the laser bunches, matching laser
light bandwidth to the width (lifetime) of the atomic excitation, timing
synchronisation, etc.)

3. How to extract the g-rays from the collision zone?
4. How to collimate the g-ray beam?
5. How to monitor/measure the flux of outgoing photons?
1. Demonstrate new cooling method of hadronic beams (Doppler Cooling).
2. Atomic Physics measurement programme (PNC, Lamb shift, …).
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Choice of ions for PoP experiment
Ø Lithium-like Lead: Pb+79
• ATOMIC GROUND STATE: 1s2 2s1 2S1/2
• CHOICE OF EXCITED STATE: 1s2 2p1 2P1/2
• TRANSITION ENERGY: E = 230.76 eV
• LIFETIME (excited state): t = 76 ps
• ION LORENTZ FACTOR: gL = 96
• PULSED LASER: llaser = 1030 nm
Cooling time in the SPS
(~1 photon absorption/revolution/ion)
PRELIMINARY

Pb+79 beam life-time in the SPS

V. Shevelko

tcooling < tbeam

A. Petrenko
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PoP experiment location – initial considerations:
LSS6: Laser–PSI interaction region: 616?
B. Goddard
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Laser-beam system optimisation
(studies of the realistic laser + F–P configurations have just started)

A. Martens
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Next steps: radiation hardness tests
of the laser system
• Measurement of the radiation level in 6 selected positions (both for pp and
PbPb runs).
• Fluka simulations will have to be adjusted to the observed doses.
• Controlled irradiation (at the CERN CHARM facility or elsewhere) of various
laser system components (including electronics – AMPLITUDE lasercompany interested in such tests).

LSS4
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Tentative timeline
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Conclusions
Ø Over the last 1.5 years the Gamma Factory initial ideas
developed into a well-defined project involving a group of ~50
scientists from 18 institutes in 9 countries.
Ø It has passed its most important milestone: the proof that one
can produce, accelerate and store atomic beams in the CERN
accelerator infrastructure.
Ø The Gamma Factory project enters its second phase of
developing the requisite software tools and preparing the Letter
of Intent for a Proof-of-Principle experiment at the CERN SPS.
q We have submitted two documents (Comprehensive overview
and Addendum) to the European Particle Physics Strategy
Update 2018–2020 and hope that the Gamma Factory will be
retained as the future large-scale project for CERN.
q A Gamma Factory CDR (CERN Yellow Report, 2019) is currently
in preparation.
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